
                                                                
 

PRESS RELEASE 

 
Free counselling for policyholders and their families  

involved in the Viareggio rail disaster  
Unipol and Aurora offer 'Ti Vogliamo Bene' (We love you), the 

UniSalute policy that is the first in Europe to provide counselling 
for the victims of accidents 

 
A concrete way to help people involved in Monday's tragic rail accident at Viareggio station, 
including those suffering psychological trauma. Customers of the Unipol and Aurora Divisions 
of UGF Assicurazioni and their families will be able to take advantage of counselling under the 
'Ti Vogliamo Bene' (We love you) policy from UniSalute, the company in the UGF Group 
specialising in health services, which provides psychological support to help anyone involved in 
an accident to talk about and overcome the trauma. UniSalute provides psychotherapists 
specialising in disaster psychology and psychological trauma who are members of MOPI 
(Movimento Psicologi Indipendenti – Movement for Independent Psychologists), of whom there 
are a number in Viareggio. 

Conceived and offered originally only to MV TPL policyholders, 'Ti Vogliamo Bene' is now 
available completely free of charge to all policyholders and their family members with any type 
of UGF Assicurazioni/Unipol and Aurora policy (MV, motorcycle, house, Life, etc.) who suffered 
personal injury or loss as a direct result of the Viareggio accident. 

This is undoubtedly a suitable response to some of the problems caused by the accident in the 
centre of the Versilia region of Tuscany. In fact there is no doubt that the Viareggio disaster 
seriously affected many people: the families of the victims, those injured and their loved ones, 
and also the hundreds of others who suffered material damage or were even forced to flee 
their homes. 

Faced with such a tragic situation Unipol Gruppo Finanziario plans to provide a service that has 
already obtained plaudits from professionals and is recognised as being the first post-trauma 
counselling benefit offered by any European insurer. 

To request counselling UGF Assicurazioni/Unipol and Aurora customers will have to apply to 
their agency. 
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